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ABSTRACT

Aquapuncture: An Interactive Exploration of Santa Cruz County’s Watersheds, is a digital art
installation addressing Santa Cruz County water systems and ecology. The project uses a
touchscreen interactive map and intricate visualizations to teach participants how smallscale interventions can relieve stress in the natural environment and lead to a sustainable water
future. Informed by ecologically compassionate strategies, the project’s ultimate goal is to help
uncover how we might balance the needs of the ecosystem, while supplying water for the needs
of our community.
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PREFACE
“An individual is not distinct from his place. He is his place.” – Gabriel Marcel
Mapping my Childhood

We all have a story of place, one that is interwoven in the events of our lives and
connects us to our surroundings. Much like our varied landscape, every story is different; some
are more varied than others: here is mine.

My parents were raised in different countries, not far from each other, but on different
sides of an arbitrary political border. Before the age of 10, I had lived in three US states and one
Canadian province, and had crossed international borders more times than migrating geese.
People would often ask where am I from, as if my identity was pinned to one location and that
place was easy to define. From an early age, I struggled with this question, and rehearsed many
possible answers. However, the more I contemplated where I was from, the more I began to ask a
more fundamental question, “where am I?” or more specifically, “where do I fit in this place?”
This thesis project is a continuation in my lifelong search for an answer. Strangely, the most
common question I received at the digital arts and new media thesis show was, “So how long did
it take you to make this?” After repeatedly fielding this question, I eventually began answering
with complete honestly, “every moment of my life, up until this point.”
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INTRODUCTION
“There must always be two kinds of art: escape-art, for man needs escape as he needs food and
deep sleep, and parable-art, that art which shall teach man to unlearn hatred and learn love.” W.H Auden
The Watercourse Way

Settling in Santa Cruz, my instincts compelled me to explore my surroundings like a
young rabbit emerging from his warren. I made frequent trips to local parks, read about the issues
that captivated this community, and looked for ways to engage in community discussion. In the
run-up to the November 2012 election, one of the most intensely contested ballot measures was
Measure P, which stated: “Shall an amendment to the Charter of the City of Santa Cruz
'Requiring Voter Approval for Desalination Projects' be adopted? (Ballotpedia, 2014).” For me,
every artistic endeavor begins with a series of questions and observations. While I knew very
little about desalination at time, what I had observed was an issue that encompassed much more
than desalting sea water – it was one that brought to light questions concerning the future of the
County’s ecology, economy, and energy systems. It was in this realization that I knew I had
found a compelling reason for art making.
Along with fellow classmate Danielle Williamson, I co-founded an art and research
group called the Collective Water Collective, and starting in January 2013, embarked on quest to
learn as much as we could about local water. We began by pouring though planning and water
management reports, attending community meetings, and interviewing local activists and water
district employees. In April 2013, we indoctrinated six like-minded undergraduate students into
the collective, and we began organizing weekly readings and discussions, going on field trips,
forming opinions and ideas, and making art collectively. What started as a personal exploration,
had coalesced into something greater, and the Collective Water Collective served as a group
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where like-minded environmentally engaged art students could work on community-focused
projects.
This time was foundational, and in the fall of 2013, Aquapuncture as a thesis project was
born. The title served as a guide for how I wanted to propose water solutions for the county. It is a
blended word combining aqua – the Latin word for water, and acupuncture – the Chinese
medicinal practice of relieving stress in the body. Taken as a whole, the title symbolizes the idea
of affecting the maximal positive reaction in the ecosystem through minimal pressure, perfectly
placed. In putting together these ideas, I drew from my background in urban planning and my
knowledge of a term known as ‘urban acupuncture’, which was popularized by the former mayor
of Curitiba, Brazil, Jaime Lerner. Mr. Lerner compared our built environment to a living
organism, where the objective of revitalizing the whole is achieved by healing the parts. Thinking
about water and ecology, this way of thinking can be characterized by decentralized and microscale strategies, such as building bioswales that allow more rainfall to infiltrate into the soil and
groundwater table, or landscaping techniques that minimize the harmful effects of runoff.

Above Left: Curb cut used to absorb runoff at the city hall parking lot in Santa Cruz
Above Right: Planting bed near an unusable parking space in downtown Santa Cruz
The reference to Chinese medicinal techniques also speaks to the Tao, which can be seen
as “the way of man’s cooperation with the course or trend of the natural world, whose principles
we discover in the flow patterns of natural systems (Watts, 8).” While these principles derived
from Chinese scholars in the 4th to 3rd centuries BC to describe the driving forces in the universe
and living in harmony among them, my interest lies specifically in how these ideas can be applied
to our current water crisis. The traditional Chinese way of seeing the world views all things in
3

systems of polarity. Not necessarily opposing forces, but different aspects of the same system,
encompassing an implicit unity where the destruction of one leads to the destruction of its
associated other half (Watts, 27). This is in contrast to the traditional western mindset, where the
idea that an increase in one force or product naturally leads to a decrease or loss in another. In the
Taoist view, everything is an inseparable form, and mutually beneficial strategies are most
auspicious. This does not mean that the Tao, or even this project, is anti-technology, but only that
our solutions to water problems need to go with the flow, perfectly placed.
To challenge the entrenched mindset and suggest new water strategies, I used text and
imagery in the artwork to frame water as a vital nutrient that binds all living and non-living
systems. In formulating this idea, I needed to become more aware of my surroundings. I
incorporated this awareness into my everyday life on my daily bike commute to campus and my
regular jogs through Pogonip and Henry Cowell State Park. I made an effort to follow a raindrop,
to observe where water goes, and how it supports our local population. Through these actions I
began to ask myself: if the human body is 60% water, and this substance is vital for the exchange
of nutrients in our bodies, then don’t we share many similar traits as the rivers and watersheds in
our county? If waterways are like living bodies, then would it be far fetched to suggest they
receive the same rights and compassion that other humans deserve?
When we blindly mistreat water, we put into effect many forces that ripple throughout the
ecosystem, and ultimately do harm to us. With this in mind, Aquapuncture is an artistic endeavor
where I aim to give voice to the rivers, the salmon, the redwoods, and all creatures big and small.
To think that we can live beyond nature’s natural replenishment of water and manufacture our
own is folly. Using these principles, I aim to counter ecologically blind policy-makers promoting
desalination. These are the attitudes that place our economy over ecology, individual wealth over
community health, and are controlling the community’s cognitive map. I aim to reform that map
– the Aquapuncture way.
4

“Water is the elegant metaphor for the Tao,
The highest good is like water,
for the good of water is that it nourishes everything without striving.
It occupies the places which all men think bad [i.e, the lowest level].
It is this that the Tao in the world is like a river going down the valley to the ocean.
The most gentle thing in the world overrides the most hard.”
– Alan Watt’s translation of Lao-Tzu
REVIEW OF RELATED ARTWORKS

Historical Context

Aquapuncture can be framed within the larger environmental art movement that emerged
after World War II. The early practitioners of this art form largely came from the conceptualist
tradition, and being disenfranchised by the confines of the ‘white cube’, sought to practice their
art making in wide-open spaces with the landscape as their medium. This new tradition, known as
land art, corresponded with the cultural climate of the 1960s, and was a critique of large
institutions. It was sculptural and performative in nature, addressed themes such human
perception of time and scale, and exemplified what Barbara Rose wrote in a 1960 Art Forum
article, “Here the sphere of ethics and aesthetic merging (Wallis, 13).”

Above Left: Artist Michael Heizer’s Double Negative, 1969 (Land Art)
Above Right: Artist Agnes Danes’s Wheatfiled: A Confrontation, 1982 (Ecological Art)
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Despite existing in the outdoors, land artists developed a reputation for having a disregard
for the greater ecological implications of their work, and were often branded by critics as being
‘hard-hat minded men’ (Wallis, 15). Around the same time, in reaction to the ecological
imprudence of the land artists and of culture in general, another branch of environmental art was
emerging. Inspired by the feminist movement of the 1960s, the protests against logging and
nuclear power, and the publication of significant environmental texts such as Rachel Carson’s
Silent Spring, these artists had a compassion for other species, and a desire to make work that
intended to intervene in pervasive environmental problems and create a change in awareness
(Wallis, 16).
Since the 1960s, the popularity of environmental art has grown and now incorporates
many hybrid disciplines, including art, science, technology, and activism. With the combination
of these distinct elements, modern environmental art is frequently manifest through computer
code, and incorporates living systems and organize information through visualizations and
sonifications. While the execution has evolved, the ends have remained the same, and artists are
still looking to “incorporate a message of positive environmental stewardship as a primary focus
– often through display in a public place to facilitate community dialogue (Holmes, 29).” While
mainstream galleries have been slow to accept these hybrid forms of art making and the
commercial market has largely ignored it, many science and technology museums, festivals,
university programs, websites, and community groups have widely embraced these works
(Wilson, 8).
Aquapuncture aims to combine three elements that I have rarely seen in contemporary
art: digital art, environmental art, and cartography. While each of these is a well-established field,
combinations of all three leave limited examples to choose from. In the sections below, I will
describe five separate artists and collectives whose work I consider inspirational and who have
been instrumental in the formation of my thesis. These works span many forms of delivery from
6

performance to photography, but every one tackles environmental issues and attempts to spark
curiosity, provocation, and engagement.

Helen & Newton Harrison, Peninsular Europe 1: The High Ground.
Bringing Forth a New State of Mind (2000-2003)

Above Left: Peninsular Europe’s major watersheds
Above Right: Newton Harrison delivering a speech on stage
Peninsular Europe appeared in numerous European venues from 2000 to 2003, and the
gallery shows consisted of a series of maps of the continent, poetic writing, as well as speaking
events. Through the use of cartographic forms, the work reveals that peninsular Europe is not a
collection of disparate political entities, but a pattern of biomes that transcend national
boundaries. Seen from this prospective, we come to understand that humankind must look beyond
national boundaries and business-as-usual thinking to solve complex environmental issues
(Harrison, 2014).
Since Antiquity, continental Europe has been one of the most charted places on earth. As
a result, the landforms and political boundaries are some of the most recognizable geographic
forms. The Harrisons have taken one of the most familiar of places on earth and deconstructed it,
reframed it, and transformed it into something fresh. From one territory now bloom multiple
7

geographies, each with individual sets of meanings. Just as the political map of Europe is burned
into our mind’s eye, the reframed image of the continent is now imprinted in our psyches – and
our image of this place shifts.
By dropping the political boundaries and highlighting the topographical ones, new stories
emerge. You begin to see the arrangement of the mountain ridges, which leads one to think about
how civilizations formed boundaries and how natural habitat has been shaped as well. Peninsular
Europe can then be used to understand the great biological and cultural diversity on the continent,
and how these forces supersede national and even cultural boundaries. Given the richness
inherent in any geographic space, the artist can highlight the salient features embedded (and often
ignored) in a landscape, and we are able to understand that tackling environmental problems
means thinking outside of the micro-political landscape. If watersheds cross national boundaries –
political action should too!
I applaud the Harrison’s for taking this call to action seriously. In conjunction with the
gallery show and publishing a book, they even wrote a formal letter to the leaders of the European
Union demanding that an effort be made to establish a Department of Environmental Security.
They wrote:
“Now we imagine a new set of emergent properties suggesting this is indeed a bifurcation point
in a state of becoming a point of reorganization of its own complexities in a new form of
entityhood… Peninsular Europe moves towards entityhood when its discourse can focus on the
carrying capacity of its terrain for industry, farming, fishing, information production and cultural
divergence.”
The EU rejected their suggestions on the grounds that it would be too costly, but the
message was made, and the artists demonstrated that they were willing to take on the powerful
heads of state.
One thing that Aquapuncture lacked was a formal call to action – to make a statement to
those in power who have the ability to change political and community discourse. Going forward,
I would like to see my work evolve into a book, a show at a local museum, a traveling exhibit,
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and become a beacon for discussion and change. Finding the fulcrum that will act as a means to
deliver the Aquapuncture message and defeat the local desalination proposal will take a
significant investment in energy on my part and the continued support of Collective Water
Collective cast members. To do this, I hope to incorporate some of the Harrison’s tough-minded
and persistent strategies.
“Where would you begin?
And you said,
Where the terrain permits and the will exists.
Choose your mountain.” – Helen and Newton Harrison
Maya Lin, What is Missing? (2010- )

Above left: What is Missing? Interactive Map
Above Right: Video and scrolling text from a location on the map
Most famous for the design of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington D.C,
Maya Lin is an American artist best known for her sculptural and landscape art that pays homage
to natural and organic forms. Since the late nineties, Lin has increasingly used mapping and
modeling of natural systems in her work, and this is exemplified in a project she launched in 2010
titled: What is Missing? The project is something she has branded as her ‘last memorial’ to a
vanishing natural world, and she has enacted this through sculpture, video, and interactive art.
One of the aspects of this project that has influenced me greatly a project within the project: A
Map of Memory.
When you navigate to the What is Missing? A Map of Memory web page you are
immediately welcomed by the sounds of songbirds and moving images representing endangered
9

animals, which then fades and is replaced by dark map of the earth populated by bright clickable
markers. Each of these markers tells the story from a specific location’s ecological point of view,
and tells of the abundance that once existed in that place. The descriptions for each location are
written like an elegy for the planetary loss of biodiversity, and in combination with the sounds,
video, and imagery, create a moving emotional work.
What is Missing? showcases something that a number of interactive maps lack –
emotional resonance. Teaming up with the Cornell Ornithology Lab, National Geographic, and
the BBC, Lin compiled an amazing database of sights and sounds, and framed it within the
context of what could be lost forever if we continue on our current path (Toomey, 2014). The
number of points in the work has a forceful and unsettling quality, but also speaks to the enormity
of potential species extinctions. In addition, there is juxtaposition here: the means of delivery is
subtle, but the severity of the issue obvious. As a result, it is up to the user to make a willing
choice to engage, even in the face of a subject matter that may be disturbing. To counter the
feelings of hopelessness that can emerge when engaging with these types of works, What is
Missing? also brings awareness to what environmental groups and experts are doing to reverse
the current trend. Launching on Earth Day 2015, the map will also include a feature to turn the
dial forward to 2050, and demonstrate what Lin describes as:
“This earth is incredibly resilient, and what once was, can come back, if we let it and we give it
space and we take care of [other species] homes. So I ask the question, how can we protect it if
we don’t even see it as existing?”
While planning the interactive map for Aquapuncture, one of the most important
perspectives I tried to maintain was that through concerted effort we could have a more abundant
water future. Anytime you are discussing the pressing issues of decline, I think the solution is to
create a sense of empowerment, and to bring a sense of humor and irony to lighten the mood. For
instance, in one site description I wrote:
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“The Pasatiempo Golf course uses approximately 45 million gallons of water a year – sourced
from Scotts Valley’s recycled wastewater and the City of Santa Cruz’s potable supply. In a
community where water supplies scarce, it seems odd that so much water is used solely for the
purpose of hitting around little white balls.
Do these little white balls care what type of grass they fall on? Imagine instead, a native plant
golf course – requiring no pesticide, fertilizer, and very little water. Golfers would be
transformed into native plant experts; “watch out for the beach strawberries”! One might hear
them yell. It is truly an opportunity to be the first of its kind.”
Using the gallery installations of What is Missing? as an example, I would like future
development of the Aquapuncture interactive map to be more immersive and intimate. I believe
this can come about by tapping into playful means of delivery to incite curiosity in participants.
While many interactive maps feel regimented and didactic; I would like to find methods of
delivery that are novel and experimental.

Platform London, Still Waters (1992)

Above: The River Thames and its buried tributaries
Platform London, an interdisciplinary art movement that was created to bring awareness
to social and environmental justice issues, consists of a flexible membership of artists, specialists,
and concerned community members. The members of Platform have stated that their goal is to
“[provoke] desire for a democratic and ecological society… [and to] create an imagined reality
which is different from the present reality (Wallis, 39).” In 1992, Platform began a campaign to
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bring to light the hidden paved-over tributaries of the River Thames. In a month-long series of
street-based actions and performances, they gathered members of the public and held
performances where they urged the public to simply dig up the River Effra and restore its natural
forms. They equated the fate of these rivers to the fate of the country under the leadership of right
wing free-market politicians, and compared the city’s ecology to the structures of power and
privilege (Platform, 2014).
They asked:
“What kind of city buries its rivers?”
“What kind of city digs them up?”
“Which city would you choose?”
These are proactive questions that lead one to consider how a society has allowed the city
to be completely detached from its natural ecology. I asked similar provocative questions in
Aquapuncture, such as:
“Can we expect these streams to support us when we fail to protect them?”
“How can we disrespect our water, yet expect to get more?”
The issue of burying rivers is not unique to London. In fact, the Branciforte drainage
ditch in Santa Cruz has many similarities.
In the work I wrote:
“A product of our fear of unpredictable catastrophic floods, the creek was placed in a
straitjacket... The entire stream bank was lined with concrete, a narrow ditch carved to
channelized the flow, and a one-mile stretch was stripped of vegetation.”
I asked many interested visitors during the MFA exhibition:
“Do you know about the Branciforte?”
“No” most would reply
“Did you know it is the second largest river in town, and exists as a one-mile long
concrete trench?”
Very few people, even those that lived a few blocks from its concrete banks, were aware
of the waterway’s condition.
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Rather than urban renewal, it seems to me that Platform was advocating for societal
renewal. With an overhaul of the country’s leadership, a deeper concern for a city’s rivers would
follow. I often took a reverse stance, but the outcome is the same. I am advocating for a deeper
awareness of water ecology. If that is achieved, societal and political change will occur in kind.
What Platform accomplished successfully was generating major press coverage. Media
networks, including those outside of the environmental and arts circles covered the work. This
was partly achieved by working along with a professional publicist, who launched a media
campaign and appropriated the language of advertising (Wallis, 39). Early in my research, I made
connections to local environmental groups concerned with desalination, and I met with a number
of experts in the field from environmental lawyers to fisheries biologists. However, I failed to
utilize these groups in a concerned way. In the future, I would like to build stronger connections
with these community groups and use my art as a means to make larger waves in the community.

Richard Misrach & Kate Orff, Petrochemical America (2012)

Above Left: Book cover of Petrochemical America
Above Right: Gallery installation of Petrochemical America
In 2012, photographer Richard Misrach, widely known for his landscape photography
highlighting evidence of human involvement with the land, and landscape architect Kate Orff,
known for her work in sustainable landscapes, teamed up to create a book and traveling gallery
exhibition called Petrochemical America. The work began in 1998, when Misrach was invited by
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the High Museum in Atlanta to create a new body of work about the American South. After
discovering ‘Cancer Alley’, the stretch of the Mississippi River between Baton Rouge and New
Orleans, he spent the next year documenting the area along River Road, the hub of the
petrochemical industry and one of the most toxic landscapes in the country. He exhibited at the
High Museum in 2000, and in 2010, Richard returned with Kate to re-shot and develop a new
body of work (Misrach and Orff, 17).
The collaborative work depicts a complex array of issues surrounding the abused
landscape of Louisiana’s chemical corridor, and creates an interwoven narrative of photographs
and graphical images depicting the strained ecologies of the Mississippi River and the
consequences of America’s petrochemical dependency. This enterprise is a synergy between
photography and design. Misrach had originally conceived the work as a conversation about
public health and local politics, but through Orff, the work evolved into a conversation about the
nation’s dependence on oil and the obsolescence of sprawl. Effective collaborations like this
illuminate how works can take on new meanings and appeal. In addition, using Misrach‘s
photographs as a starter, Kate Orff and her studio created a stunning series of informational
graphics about Louisiana’s chemical corridor

Above: One of Kate Orff’s maps of the chemical corridor
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Above: One of Kate Orff’s graphics paired with a Richard Misrach photo
One of the strengths of this work was collaboration between these two dynamic and
creative individuals. Working to create Aquapuncture, I was striving for a similar sense of kismet
working with UCSC undergraduates Elliot Taylor and Seth Andrews. With my knowledge of the
county, and their experience as photographers, we managed to create a successful series of
images that neither of us could have created on our own.
I used Misrach’s photographs for inspiration when choreographing shots for
Aquapuncture. Misrach’s photos have a sense of myth and embody multiple storylines. In his
photos, the foreground may be beautiful, but the background toxic. I invoked a similar strategy in
the composition for Aquapuncture.

Top Row: Photos from Petrochemical America
Bottom Row: Photos from Aquapuncure
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As in Petrochemical America, Aquapuncture’s photographs highlight a water landscape
that is decaying in slow motion, and make clear how the continued paving of our landscape, overpumping of our groundwater, and poisoning of our fish, will ultimately lead to ecological collapse
(as has occurred in lower Mississippi River).
One important aspect of the traveling gallery show for Petrochemical America is that the
photos and information graphics were printed very large, some as tall as 6 feet, and as a result,
they command the attention of the viewer. Unfortunately, due to my limited budget, most of my
prints were 11” by 17”, which was too small to highlight features in the photographs and the
severity of the issues. In addition, Petrochemical America’s exhibit also included a wide variety
of reading and graphical imagery to make clear the story lines hidden in the photos. While
Aquapuncture offered some of this in the interactive map descriptions, it could have used similar
printed graphic techniques to create a more powerful message. Going forward with my work, I
would like to experiment with combining the powerful photographic imagery with informational
graphics concerning our water consumption patterns and hidden aspects of water ecology. Kate
Orff and her studio accomplished this well, and I hope to use it as an example.

Center For Land Use Interpretation, Land Use Database (2010- )

Above Left: CLUI Land Use Database interactive map
Above Right: CLUI Land Use Database photograph and description
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“The entire landscape is an inscription of our culture on the ground, a mix of intentional and
incidental markings, and that inscription can be read in many different ways.” – Matthew
Coolidge, Director of the CLUI
The Center For Land Use Interpretation, or CLUI, was founded in 1994, and acts as a
research and education organization for bringing awareness to large-scale human interactions
with the earth’s surface. According to its founder Matthew Coolidge, the CLUI’s goal is also to
bring to light the spaces that are often far away from public scrutiny. This is achieved through
various forms of art making and public outreach. In 2010, the CLUI published a database of their
research efforts in the form of an online map with the stated goal of highlighting the unusual and
exemplary sites of ‘Anthrogeomorphology’ (how humans have changed the earth) (Coolidge,
2014).
At first glance, the CLUI Land Use Database appears to be a standard looking Google
map populated with many green markers. Some of the most notable locations of landscape
transformation are included in the map, and include such things are nuclear test sites, large open
pit mines, as well as locations of land art. The site makes no mention of a better future: instead
gives a bone-dry description of place. As you engage with map for any length of time, you start to
feel like you are on a backcountry post-apocalyptic tour, guided by a robot with little conscience
for the outcome of humanity. As a result, a more-subtle and wry message emerges. Notably, the
map alludes to our human fascination with decay and destruction, as well as the hazards of
industrial development.
Matthew Coolidge has stated that what matters most is that when people engage with the
work, that they emerge with a “widened sense of awareness of the physical world that surrounds
you.” The CLUI Land Use Database achieved this with carefully curated examples – something I
was seeking in Aquapuncture. When curating locations for Aquapuncture, I was careful to depict
locations of special significance that often go unnoticed – or at least their impact on water is
seldom discussed. To accomplish this, I conducted thorough research and had be willing to
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trespass in obscure places such as the CEMEX Concrete Plant in Davenport, Hanson Quarry, and
the Branciforte drainage ditch. Unlike the database, I took a very subjective view when it came to
writing about these places, and approached potential solutions in a very direct and purposeful
manner.

Summary of Related Artworks

When viewed in contrast to much of the art that we see in our culture today, you may be
asking:
Why do these artists feel so compelled to make work about the environment?
And
Why are they so indignant?
I believe one common characteristic that these artists share is an awareness of the
landscape and sensitivity to ecological injustice. While very few of the works are directly
enacting this change, they are directing a larger conversation in order to right the wrongs that
have been enacted by an ecologically negligent business and political elite. Art can be a
remarkably effective means to communicate these ideas, and can disrupt some commonly held
notions that are propagated by the media. The American public remains remarkably ambivalent
and unaware of most environmental issues, as is exemplified in study by Yale researchers that
finds only half of Americans believe climate change is happening and caused by human actions
(Goldstone, 2014). I believe that artwork with a social or environmental theme can act like a
cultural wake-up call, help people identify with these important issues on an emotional level,
understand more profoundly on an intellectual level, and be jolted into action.
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FORMAL DECRIPTION

Above: Participants interacting with the map
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Above: Participants reading a site description

Above: The artist giving a demonstration

Overview

Aquapuncture was installed for the 2014 DANM MFA exhibition at the Digital Arts
Research Center at UCSC. All artistic elements were installed on the first floor of the building in
the main entrance lobby, and included twenty 11” by 17” photographs mounted on a window
pane, two 44” by 10’ photographs mounted on the walls of a hallway, a four-minute video
projected on a window, and an interactive map application running on a 44” touchscreen.

Guiding Principles in Construction
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Working in the realm of digital art, my work is open and receptive to the influence of our
culture’s digital technology, and Aquapuncture combined many tools currently used by geo
scientists, web designers, and artists. Each of these tools was used with one goal in mind – to
create an installation that spoke about water systems and ecology – so I purposefully chose to
pursue the use of technologies only when they could better highlight salient points that couldn’t
be made otherwise.
“What defines humanity is not our use of tools (technology), but language (symbology
and ideas).” -Lewis Mumford
Interactive Touchscreen Map

Above Left: The interactive touchscreen map
Above Right: The installation
The centerpiece of the exhibit was a touchscreen displaying a custom-built interactive
map. The map was artfully rendered in order to entice people to interact with the display, and
bright colored icons were used to allude to the fact that they could be touched to find out more.
The map could be manipulated by a user interface that included buttons to: zoom in and zoom
out, organize the markers, toggle map layers, and move the focal point of the map.
The application contained six map layers addressing unique aspects of Santa Cruz County
water. These included: habitat, rainfall, protected land and cities, groundwater, watersheds, and a
base map displaying elevation. Each of these layers displayed distinct information at different
zoom scales, and provided detailed information such as, individual buildings when zoomed in
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close, and major features such as highways and larger rivers when zoomed out further.
Tied to specific locations on the map were 35 selectable markers that revealed detailed
descriptions and photos related to their geographies. Within the pop-up box, users could scroll
through text and click ‘next’ or ‘previous’ to scroll though a series of photos for that location.
Selecting specific features on the map would also toggle a dynamic information box on the top
right of the screen, and this information would vary depending on the active map layer. For
instance, if the rainfall map was active, when the user clicked anywhere on screen, the average
yearly rainfall for that location would appear in the box.

Photographs

Above Left: Panorama of Hanson Quarry
Above Right: Photographic series mounted on a windowpane
Photographs of water related places were mounted on a windowpane next to the
touchscreen in four horizontal rows, and one vertical. Each was accompanied by a description
that included the location of where the photograph was taken and a title. Over the course of my
research, the CWC team had accumulated close to 500 photographs of places in Santa Cruz
County, and for the final exhibit, I choose 22 of the most compelling. The chosen locations
include a diverse selection of sites from across the county including, Hanson Quarry, the
Davenport Cement Plant, College Lake, and Loch Lomond. While many of these photographs
depicted places with water-related issues, very few visitors were able to pick all of the underlying
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dynamics at play from the photographs. Going forward, I believe each of these photographs will
need to be larger, and be accompanied by more textural information to highlight the many
interesting forces at play.

Video

Above Left: GoPro camera still looking up from the bottom of Branciforte Creek
Above Right: GoPro camera still looking down from a quad copter above Hanson Quarry
A four-minute video titled: Nature Voyeur: An Ecosexual Exploration (title is a ode to
Professor Beth Stevens), was rear-projected on a white curtain above the touchscreen. This work
was included to depict the artists’ journey visiting the various sites and documenting waterrelated themes. The video was included to give visitors a sense of the adventure and play that
naturally occurs while exploring these diverse locations. The video mostly depicted the images
we gathered from our GoPro camera as it was tumbling down various creeks or being lofted in
the air by a quad copter. This was a perspective we could not deliver through photo, and was the
only aspect of the project that depicted the artists on site.

Descriptions
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Above Left: Information box displaying facts about the San Lorenzo watershed
Above Right: Pop up box displaying a photo and description at the mouth of Soquel Creek
Within the mapping application, descriptive information about each marker location was
written to facilitate a virtual self-guided tour. Each of the descriptions included information from
my insights about these locations, as well as perspective from research papers and interviews.
These descriptions were intended to be read at a glance, and provide a short synopsis on the
issues affecting that location.
Each of the six layers in the map had a corresponding set of information that would
appear in a box at top right of the map. As people clicked on map elements, specific information
about each layer was revealed. This included potential capture of yearly rainfall on every
building, the name of each groundwater basin, the amount of rainfall that falls at each location,
habitat classifications, and watershed information such as the total acreage of the watershed,
average rainfall, and rain accumulation over the entire watershed.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

We are currently on a cartographic cusp the likes of which we have not seen since the
Renaissance. The rapid development in spatial software and methods for display has ushered in
many new forms of digital mapping and the near demise of the paper map. With few exceptions,
places like UCSC’s map room are closing, and services like Google Earth and GIS labs are
replacing them. Online maps are becoming ubiquitous, and their mindless cookie-cutter nature
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leads me to believe that the industry is largely disregarding traditional cartographic wisdom. I can
sense that digital mapping is searching for its roots and trying to reconnect with the maps that
were produced in generations past. Aquapuncture was an effort on my part not to be complicit in
the use of technology, but to be a part of an evolving creative spirit in digital mapping, and to
shape and form the map layers in this project with the care and precision that mapmakers of
antiquity would. In the sections below I will recount my I attempts to do so.

Researching the Issues and Finding Data

Researching water related issues in Santa Cruz County was a two-year process, and
included attending many community meetings, digging through management repots, and
interviewing locals. Initially, I was shocked by the level of disregard that many employees at the
two local water agencies (City Santa Cruz Water Department and Soquel Creek Water District)
had for the concerns of the public and for the needs of the local ecosystem. In one interview, a
public outreach director for the Soquel Creek Water District compared trees in our watershed to a
giant straw, sucking up water before the community could harvest it. It was during this initial
period of research that I realized what I was up against, and these experiences added fuel to my
fire. The second major phase of research involved acquiring spatial information (specifically GIS
shapefiles) relevant to water and the environment. There was no single source of information for
countywide water resources, so I drew from the online repositories hosted by government and
non-profit institutions. Notably, the County of Santa Cruz GIS Department, the Central Coast
Joint Data Committee, and UCSC’s Center for Integrated Spatial Research (CISR).

Building Interaction
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The interactive map was built using web standard technologies: JavaScript, HTML, and
CSS. Building interactive web content is a research intensive and time-consuming process. I
faced many challenges in building this aspect of the project, and one of the major ones was
toggling and displaying dynamic map content. Here was the challenge: if a user touched an
important feature on the map, I wanted a user interface box to display specific information about
the location they were touching. For instance, touching a green patch while the habitat map is
active might return something like: ‘conifer forest’.
I found a way to implement this by taking advantage of an ingenious feature incorporated
into the TillMill map styling software. This feature allows you to encode information called a
‘teaser’ into each map layer. This teaser information is linked to a hidden grid off screen, which is
then linked to the corresponding visible map layers in code. I’m skimming over some of the
complexities here, but when a user clicks on the map, the JavaScript code will execute so that it
pulls this information from the same database where the maps are stored and displays it for the
user.
All of the marker icons on the map were loaded using GeoJSON, which is simply a
geographical extension of JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) that can load database information
in an interactive map. All of the information concerning each icon was stored and retrieved using
GeoJSON, and among other attributes included the latitude and longitude, the associated
description, and the photographs associated with the site. Most of the other interactive elements in
the map were made possible by extending JavaScript with MapBox.js. This code library
combines many past efforts in open source online mapping (including Leaflet, WAX, Easey, and
others) and made easier coding of many of the map features.

Styling the Map
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The six map layers that are encountered in the project were styled in a software program
called TileMill. This program allows you to load shapefiles from GIS, and then style them with a
suite of editing tools that are similar to those found in Photoshop. This is all accomplished in a
coding language called CartoCSS, and is similar in nature to the CSS language used to style
websites. Creating these maps took thousands of lines of CartoCSS, and here is a snippet that
describes part of the elevation base map:

::outline {
[zoom<=12]{
line-color: #adbc35;
line-width: 1.25;
line-join: round;
comp-op: multiply;
}
[zoom>12]{
line-color: #adbc35;
line-width: 2;
line-join: round;
comp-op: multiply;
}
}
::pattern{
polygon-pattern-file:url(images/NotebookLight.jpg);
}
::fill{
polygon-fill: #c1cc4c;
comp-op: multiply;
}
If you have never encountered CSS before, the example above may look like a foreign
language. Understand it is just a simple set of instructions that applies certain visual
characteristics to the shapefiles. In the example above, under ‘::outline’ you will notice I have
applied a yellow/green color (code: #adbc35) along with a line width of 1.25. Further down in the
code, under ‘::fill’ I have a slightly lighter yellow/green (code: #c1cc4c) to fill in the feature. I
have also applied a compositing operation (code: comp-op: multiply), which mixes these two
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colors with a textured background (in this case, a scan of the back of my notebook, code:
images/NotebookLight.jpg), and gives the map a paper like quality.
Given the rugged topography of Santa Cruz County, finding a compelling way to
represent terrain was of critical importance. To portray this I chose a cartographic technique
known hypsometric tinting, which uses a graduated color scheme to represent elevation. For
additional visual punch, I also added a slightly darker hue contour line to accentuate the divisions
and an opaque hillshade effect.

Above: The rugged terrain of Santa Cruz County
There is a long tradition of hypsometric tinting in cartography that dates back to
Renaissance era mapmakers, and I looked at many historical maps when choosing my color
palate. After some research, I chose a graduated color scheme that was representative of the
vegetation in Santa Cruz, and also corresponded to the colors many of us associate with higher
and lower elevations on maps.
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Above: Color gradient used to represent the elevation above and below sea level
After deciding on a color palate, I assigned a series of steps along the gradation so each
section of elevation gain corresponds to a color change. I decided that each step in elevation
would be placed every 500 feet, and I added an additional step at 50 feet. Adding an extra
lowland step is a common tactic used by mapmakers, as eroded sediments from higher elevations
tends to deposit downslope to create more land area in lower elevations. All other layers in the
map were styled in reference to the elevation map, and I was careful to choose other colors for
that were visually complementary and where compositing operations worked well.

Other Challenges

One of the other challenges was transferring GIS based raster data (which is spatial data
associated with a grid of cell values) into the TileMill styling software. The issue I faced was that
in order to make the conversion; I had to perform a tricky coordinate transformation and a file
conversion that erased any color information that was set in the GIS software. This was not an
issue for the hillshade raster map, as a greyscale image was great, but it did create difficulties for
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the rainfall and bathymetry maps, where color representation was necessary. In order to add color
back to the file for styling, I used a suite of tools from a raster conversion program called GDAL
(geospatial data abstraction library), which is a translation library written in the Python
programming language and executed in Terminal. Once I wrapped my head around the tool’s
many operations, it was integral in the creation of the bathymetry layer, the out-of-county
elevations, and the rainfall map.
As a whole, the Aquapuncture interactive map consisted of 44 separate map elements,
each of which entailed a certain degree of editing in GIS. This often included: fixing and unifying
topologies, joining and editing attributes, running relevant spatial statistics, correcting data for
errors, making coordinate transformations, and in some cases, building data from scratch.
One of the more important layers I built from scratch was the rainfall map. The best map
of rainfall that I could find was similar to an elevation contour map, with line breaks for every at
every two feet of rainfall in the county. In order to display this information in an aesthetically
pleasing way, I needed to display it as a raster image rather than using polygons. To make this
transformation, I borrowed a technique that is often used in biological sciences to estimate
species densities. I created an evenly spaced grid of points and placed them over the county. Then
I performed what is called a spatial join; which merged the corresponding rainfall data from the
polygon layer to the points. To account for the sharp transitions that would arise from the
disparate polygons, I then performed an algorithm that averaged out the vales for these points
based on the vales of their nearest neighbors. I then performed an interpolation algorithm called
kriging, which converts the points into a smooth raster surface. Finally, I ran the necessary
conversions in GDAL and the layer was ready for the mapping application.

CONCEPTUAL DESCRIPTION
“The health of our water is the principle measure of how we live on the land.” - Luna Leopold
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What is Water?

Earlier in this thesis, I mentioned that every work of art begins with a series of questions
and observations. One of the fundamental questions I asked myself was, “what is water?” The
more I tried to answer this, the harder it became to answer. I began to see water as interwoven in
every aspect of life, and essential in the exchange of energy for all things living on the planet.
With this in mind, I began to question our culture’s many dysfunctional relationships with water,
and evaluate the types of changes that would enhance this relationship and all of the interwoven
aspects that are related to it.
Our relationship to water can be represented in our relationship with the soil, rock,
vegetation, and our built environment. In the work, I included many photos and descriptions of
sand quarries, fields, and redwood forests, and asked questions of the participants to prompt them
to think about these places and their relationship to water and how we can evolve to live with
these various systems in a more compassionate way. Having compassion for inert substances such
as soil, rock, and water, especially considering how they are seen as having no emotional state to
relate to, was something I was striving to overcome. As I saw it, once compassion could be
established, a healthy relationship would follow.

Our Relationship to the Land

Our relationship to the land is something that is embedded in our common history. From
a modern viewpoint, the land has been framed within a notion of ownership and individual
property, with all living and non-living things under the management of its owner. The root of the
word private (as in property) derives from the Latin privatus, from the past participle of privare:
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to deprive or release, and this word’s first uses in English were used to describe the walling off
common grazing land (Merriam-Webster, 2014). This idea, which has dated back many
thousands of years, is one of the major building blocks of our modern economic system. From
this perspective, land existed primarily to sustain us, and secondarily for us to sustain it. In more
agrarian times, our ancestors had a stake in promoting the land, so that children, and their
children’s children, would continue to be sustained by it. If yields dropped or population
increased, people would move on, and clear more land for cultivation. However, now we live in
an era where there is very little land to move on to. In addition, our modern way of life places a
greater priority on extracting economic value from the land than sustaining it for the future. As
we evolve, our worldview must evolve to embrace a system of cooperation with nature.

Towards Sustainability

In order to speak about water sustainability in our community, I need to frame the
discussion around the principles that drive human interactions in our community. From an
economic standpoint, water is seen as natural capital, which is defined as stock in a natural
system or service that supports life. Within this context, water sustainability is achieved when no
form of natural capital is diminished to the point where it can no longer preserve the systems that
support life and maintain ecological processes (Lant, 21). For example, in the past, when the
Army Corps of Engineers considered whether or not to construct the Branciforte Creek flood
control channel, their primary concern was the cost of construction vs. the likelihood of extensive
property damage in the case of a major flood. This way of thinking did not consider the loss in
natural services such as fish habitat, carbon sequestration from riparian habitat, water
purification, nitrogen cycle regulation, and sediment control. In addition, by creating a wetland,
the meandering plain on which the creek emptied provided a natural model for dealing with
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floodwaters. I see sustainability being achieved only when decisions about how to interact with
water in our landscape are respectful to the many life-sustaining services these systems provide.

Deconstructing Desalination

People who lived on this land thousands of years ago understood that water was not a
common property to be exploited. It had a certain capacity to support living things, and anything
that degraded its ability would eventually lead to system collapse. These notions were so
ingrained in indigenous society, that if one member stepped out if this equilibrium and tried to
extract more from it than it was able to withstand, the community would rein them in (sometimes
violently so). I believe these same ideas needs to apply today; we as a community need to rein in
those who continue to monetize and exploit what I described earlier as natural capital (our stock
in the land). In our current system, I’ve lost hope that our legislators will enact this, and I have
little confidence a small group of activists can bring adequate legislation either – the only hope I
see is working towards and advocating for a fundamental shift our current means of production.
Our economic system drives this dysfunction, and as Helen and Newton Harrison wrote in
Sacramento Meditations:
“If the paradigms that inform the present use and energy practices of culture (exploitation,
consumption, transformation into possession, transformation into profit) do not undergo
modification by social forces either voluntarily (through legal means) or involuntarily (through
revolutionary means) then they will undergo modification through the working out of the natural
forces (read entropy).”
Here is how our current dysfunctional economic system (and mindset) operates: when
faced with a scarcity of water, the immediate reaction is to find ways to produce more. In Santa
Cruz, this idea was desal. To build desal, the city would need to take out a bond, which would be
sponsored by a bank and funded by outside investors who’s only interest is financial gain. This
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new desal pant would produce water at a cost that is 10-20 times higher than the current means of
water production in Santa Cruz (Longinotti, 2014), and the community would be handcuffed in
paying for this project for the life of the loan. At the same time, an environmental cost would be
imposed through the burning of additional fossil fuels to run the plant, and there would also be
loss of small ocean marine life from the intake pipes. It is a system where a marginal increase in
water production yields a profit to the bank and private investors, yet comes at an even greater
cost to the community and to the natural environment.
A better model would work like this: let’s start with the premise that the banks no longer
have the right to create and loan money from nothing, and that when a community is facing a
crisis like this, money is allocated by the government to spend on public goods in the public
interest – like restoring watersheds and implementing small-scale water resiliency efforts. These
investments are then repaid to the government at little to no interest, and effectively, that money
can be retired or recycled. With this type of model, there are no outside interests demanding that
profits be extracted from local communities, and there’s no unsustainable increase in the money
supply as banks lend fabricated money and extract interest. This is a system where money is
loaned based on need, projects have long-term horizons, people work toward ecosystem and
community gains, and motivation for public improvement can shift from those who are politically
and financially motivated, to those that are ecologically and community motivated.
“A disposable culture will, in time, be disposed.” - Derrick Jensen
We need to be working towards an economic model that is built on the understanding that
unsustainable actions will ultimately lead to environmental decay and entropy. I have heard many
arguments on how to get there, ranging from returning to stone-age lifestyles to retooling our
current systems. Whatever the solution, it will take years of trail and error, and the need is
immediate to elect more environmentally compassionate leaders – people who understand the
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principles of environmental stewardship, and pursue actions that are framed by environmental
side effects and are geared towards long-term community and environmental well being. In June
2014, I read a report in Guardian Newspaper with the following headline: “Climate unity dealt
blow as Australia and Canada put business first: Prime ministers Tony Abbott and Stephen
Harper say they do not want to harm economy in the fight against climate change.” These are
both leaders from progressive countries, yet their narrow mindset typifies the current cognitive
climate of our politicians and much of our population, and few people are aware of the perils that
wait if we continue on this path.
“Two centuries of what Lewis Mumford called megatechnics have so altered the earth's
hydrologic cycle that all life on the only water planet we know has grown as endangered as the
bellwether salmon. An ever-ramifying network of dams, conduits, and pumps coerces water from
riverbeds and aquifers, turning it toward cities and the fields that feed them in order to grow the
most lucrative crop of all - land value. Like the alienated inhabitants of imperial Rome and
Babylon, few urbanites know of the toxic deserts that are the city's price, nor of their peril as safe
water and food run out.” - Gray Brechin

A Shifting Mindset – Our Natural Evolution
“A thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty of the biotic
community. It is wrong when it tends otherwise.” - Aldo Leopold’s Golden Rule
As this change in mindset occurs, more people in our community will realize that
ecological systems are what support us, not economic ones. To embrace this mindset, we need to
frame cooperation with nature in the same light we frame cooperation with each other. This is
from a place of understanding, empathy, and compassion. As children we are taught our social
manners – now we need to be taught our ecological ones too. With an ecological framework, we
need to start thinking about retrofitting our built environment and building resilience in the
networks that provide our resources. In Aquapuncture, I highlight these strategies by describing
low impact design solutions, restoration ecology, and how permaculture ideas can be
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implemented in agricultural practices. Every system in which we live needs to be evaluated and
retrofit with respect to how it will perform in nature, and when doing so we need to question how
much energy import is required? How much energy efficiency does it foster? And where do
nutrients and energy flow though the system?

A Call to Action – Towards Community Redesign
“If you are not part of the solution, you are part of the precipitate.” - Stephen Wright
In considering community redesign for water, we need to adapt our structures and
surroundings towards regenerative rehydration. We need to remove the impediments and
modifications we have created and start constructing a landscape based around infiltration rather
than imperviousness. When considering the redesign of our communities, the fundamental
inspiration needs to come from all of the dendritic patterns that we see in nature. These natural
shapes work in conjunction with water, therefore, should reflect these properties and incorporate
them as well.
“Just as water is the foundation of life, it must also be the foundation of design in the built
environment.” - Betsy Damon
The redesign process should be meandering and adaptive like a river, rather than straight
and narrow like a road. We need to watch the landscape after it rains, then redesign it so that our
water walks, not runs. Many of these redesigned landscapes will create small wet areas that last
only moments after a storm, but taken as a whole will greatly reduce runoff and promote
groundwater infiltration.
“We need to keep our creeks clear, cold and copious.” - Brock Dolman
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We need to remove the impediments and pollution from our rivers, and promote the life
cycles of aquatic species. Promoting the life of aquatic species promotes the life of all species. A
salmon’s birth and death is fundamental to every living species in the watershed, and if you were
to analyze the chemical compounds in the oldest redwoods, you would find the building blocks of
salmon and the nutrients they have brought from the ocean (Jensen, 533). As noted
permaculturalist and California water activist Brock Dolman mentions:
“The movement of water over and through the living ecosystem connects us to one another and to
all species living in our basin of relation. The quality and quantity of this precious liquid can
determine which and how many of each species can sustainably live in each watershed. The
better we understand the relationship between our actions and the watershed we live in, the more
likely we are able to ensure water security for all species that share the watershed.”
Ecological Art-making and the Compassionate Cause

Methods of near on-site storage of water and waste are relatively new to our culture, and
it will take some effort to retool our water infrastructure to achieve this. I hope that art can begin
to shift the community dialogue into talking about these ideas and wake-up this ecologically
comatose society. As I’ve been working on this project and exploring these ideas, I have become
subtlety aware of the widespread anesthesia in government and the community at large. For
instance, while attending the City of Santa Cruz public water department meetings, issues
regarding desal were attended by only a handful of concerned citizens. Yet, how can one blame
the community when the water department buries this discussion in the middle of hours of
mundane engineering reports and does little to foster wider community discussion?
Environmentally engaged art has a place in society to counter these bureaucratic efforts and nonefforts, and start a wider community dialogue that brings awareness to these pervasive issues and
to the wider ecologically compassionate cause.
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“Art enters the debate as a third party…It is capable of presenting with clarity that which
entrenched parties find difficult to articulate.” – Unsigned writer from the Journal Nature
Biotechnology
GOALS AND EXPECTED OUTCOMES

When creating a map, I have two goals: representing place and connecting to it. I am
aware that every novel map has certain characteristics that will captivate people, and the best of
these can forever change a viewer’s perception of place. Appealing to our large visual cortexes, I
intended to use images in this work that would readily leave an impression and be assimilated
into emotional memory. In Aquapuncture’s many maps and images, I worked to portray many
features in our landscape that I was connected with that others may not be aware of, and I hope
that some of these have been burned into the mind’s-eye of viewers.
I also understood that interactivity is an important part of our sensory process, and
creating the right type of interactions can be difficult. I wanted the user to feel like they had some
agency while navigating the interface, and that a multitude of options for self-discovery existed.
At the same time, I also had to make sure I curated an experience so that the right type of
information would appear. One thing I realized during the show was that the detail in the written
descriptions was often ignored, and this information was secondary to the delivery of a strong
emotional message. Fortunately, the project addressed a place where most visitors lived, so their
hearts were already in it and they were willing to give it extra time. However, in the future I
would like to employ better use of graphics, sound, text and video to drive the larger message
home.
Visitors to my work during the DANM Thesis Show spent a considerable amount of time
with the work – some up half and hour or more. My concern going into the project was that many
people may not be sure of how to engage with the touchscreen, so they would quickly loose
interest and walk away. I was pleasantly surprised when I noticed that the majority of people
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were quick to catch on, and appreciated the many facts, figures, stories, and descriptions
embedded in the work. I found that many of the people who enjoyed the work most were people
that told me: “I usually don’t go to art shows, but this is something I can enjoy.” During the
show, I connected to many local people including engineers, teachers, and even a local politician,
who all said that this is the type of project that would be valuable in their own field. I was hoping
that beyond the messages about county water related issues, people could also appreciate
something that isn’t typically found in art shows. I believe there is a novel intermediate realm
between an art show and a science exhibit, and I hope this helped to broaden visitor’s perception
of how art and science can intermingle in a healthy way.
I had many conversations during the thesis show, and without directly steering them in a
particular direction; I was hoping people would begin to ponder some of the questions posed in
the work, such as:
Who benefits from desalination?
Why are berry farms allowed to extract over 80% of the county’s water?
Why pipe water over long distances just to use it for use in irrigating golf course lawns?
Why mix our waste with water, treat it, dump it in the ocean, only to propose to treat it
from the ocean again for drinking? And, are there consequences to all this?
In this type of work, one could never succeed by being heavy handed and directing
people in how they have to change, and I learned to take this maxim to heart:
"You can never direct a living system. You can only disturb it." - Humberto Maturana and
Francisco Varela
So I invited people into the project by introducing information that contradicts old
assumptions. My strategy was one of inciting dialogue (whether that be interval or external), and
the subtle art of nudging conversation in a more healing direction. I hope this project was
successful in inviting new people into the conversation, demystify some of the complexities of
our water supply, and provide some inspiration for direct action. I realize that the discourse that
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took place with the work is ephemeral, and what has been transferred into the minds of visitors is
an evolving thing and may not lead to change on the ground. Even if the message is strong, our
memories are fleeting, and I often ask myself: “have I really interrupted people’s lives?” I’m not
so sure. I resign myself in knowing that these are ideas most people need to encounter many times
before they are actually absorbed and before they are actually lived. Larger cultural shifts occur,
but they take time – perhaps all I can really hope for is to be another voice in that move, and to be
a part of a more compassionate and healing future.
“Yet, I don’t think the next biggest challenges or opportunities our world faces can be solved by a
few genius environmentalists or scientists, but rather we need to redevelop a sense of common
urban-ecological literacy. I think we need a population of people who understand how to work
with their local landscapes to clarify our systems of air, water, energy, and respect for the
interconnections of all living things.” – Jay Silver

CONCLUSION

A Personal Evolution

Modern mapmaking often adheres to a rational and representational paradigm when
depicting the world. It is the perfect incarnation of Rene Descartes descended grid, and the
tradition has been built on accurately surveying the landscape and representing what exists as
truthfully and objectively as possible. The GIS industry has continued to carry on this tradition
with total abandon, and who could blame them considering their major employers are government
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agencies and the military. The folly of all this is expressed most eloquently by Luis Borges and
Adolfo Casares in their short essay, Del Rigor en la Ciencia (On Exactitude in Science), who
wrote:
“In that Empire, the Art of Cartography attained such Perfection that the map of a single
Province occupied the entirety of a City, and the map of the Empire, the entirety of a Province. In
time, those Unconscionable Maps no longer satisfied, and the Cartographers Guilds struck a
Map of the Empire whose size was that of the Empire, and which coincided point for point with it.
The following Generations, who were not so fond of the Study of Cartography as their Forebears
had been, saw that that vast Map was Useless...”
I came into this MFA program from an industry that has carried on this tradition, and I
have spent the past two years reorienting myself and changing how I represent ideas. As a trained
spatial thinker, I still attempt to understand the depth of information that is imbedded in place, but
as an artist I have a responsibility to use this knowledge to subtly subvert our common notions of
place, to show you my vision, and encourage you to construct your own.
While formulating Aquapuncture, I had trouble adapting the tools from GIS and web
programming into the artistic realm. I felt like I was on a narrow track that was geared towards
visualizing ecological information and assigning figures to natural systems. I felt limited in the
degree of creative liberties I could make in representing place, and I longed to break out of the
standard notions of a mapping and visualizing places. I realized in time that part of my contention
with modern mapmaking comes from the field’s long tradition of facilitating navigation,
planning, tactics, and taxation. There are a few modern exceptions of maps crafted as artistic
works, but as a field it is still weighed down by its tradition. In the not so distant past, common
people did not have access to anything resembling a map, and they represented place through
stories, song, or used lines in the sand. Despite my fascination with the history of cartography, I
am now more concerned with how I can transmit a feeling of connection and intimacy with the
people in a community and their connection to place. Artist William Pope. L exemplifies intimate
mapping in his work, the Great White Way.
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Above: William Pope L. crawling through the streets of Manhattan
The work took place over five years, and in this time he dressed in a super hero costume
and crawled on the ground over the entire length of Manhattan and into the Bronx. The artist
made this trek to represent the “superhuman strength and endurance that is necessary for
survival on the street”, and while doing so started dialogue about the powerlessness of
homelessness (Harmon, 100).
Another great example is the work of artist Richard Long, who walked across some of the
most disserted landscapes on the planet, and created exhibits consisting of poetic descriptions,
collected natural materials, and mapped representations of his walks (Harmon, 102).

Above: The installation of Richard Long’s ‘A Hundred Mile Walk’
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Like the Australian aboriginal walkabout, his work is just as much about spiritual
guidance as connection to the land. I like the idea of creating an action where the goal is not to
create an object or leave a mark on the ground, but to communicate something that fundamentally
speaks about the idea of place. In future work, I would like to explore the intimate connections
that tie the community, ecological systems, the landscape, and myself together. I also believe that
this type of thinking can help challenge some the thinking of the top-down planners, and inform
myself in making better-educated design suggestions.
When I first considered my options for this project, I approached it like a landscape
designer, and intended to show how the landscape could be altered to better-fit human needs. I
think this is in large part due to the fact that I came to Santa Cruz from an urban environment, and
from a job where my role was to help design and redesign large spaces for recreation. Living in
and exploring this county, I have had a change of heart, and Aquapuncture has challenged me not
to think of the of residents’ water needs, but of the watershed as a whole. It is a rare designer and
artist who can distinguish the needs of the ecosystem from the needs of humans, and I hope that
through my art practice I can express how promoting the health of the entire ecosystem can
promote human health as well.
I feel like I have just started this adventure. There is a long history of guerilla water
activism in California; advocating for the rights of salmon, formulating rainwater harvesting
strategies, and fighting to expropriate and use household greywater. The clash between outdated
policy, and the ideas of activists has been going on for decades, and I am eager to contribute in
any way possible. To move forward into a sustainable and ecologically sensible water future,
we’ll have to engage in a lucid dialogue with the community and the land. We have to be smarter
than desal, smarter than the next irrational project, and ready in the face of fear when our survival
is at risk.
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EPILOGUE

Where am I?

Like a Zen Buddhist kōan, the answer is both the object being sought and the inspiration
of relentless seeking. How we perceive our surroundings is based on our culture of knowledge
and our shared collection experiences. Each of us travels with our own metaphorical map.
Dante’s Inferno speaks of ‘life’s way’, and suggests that we are all creating our own individual
map to orient ourselves all the time. The question ‘where am I’, is really a question concerned
with how we formulate our ‘life’s way’, and what type of future our community’s collection of
‘ways’ create. My aim is to continue to refine my personal metaphorical map, and though my
work, shift the wider community’s conceptual coordinates. Like acupuncture, I aim to achieve
this through positive pressure, perfectly placed.

PROJECT TIMELINE
November 2012: Vote on Measure P
Winter 2013: Danielle Williamson and I begin conducting interviews and research on desal
April 2013: Formation of Collective Water Collective
Summer 2013: Began collecting GIS data
September 2013: Formation of thesis committee
November 2013: Submitted thesis proposal
January 2014: Began analyzing GIS data to build interactive map
February 2014: Styled interactive map
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March 2014: Coded interactivity
April 2014: Took on-site photographs
April 2014: Wrote descriptions for map locations
Late April & early May 2014: Presented at DANM MFA Thesis Show

SANTA CRUZ WATER AND DESALINATION INFORMATION
Information from Santa Cruz Sentinel, Desal Alternatives, and SCWD² (the County Desal
Advocacy Group)
Reference
Mgd: Million gallons of water a day
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Mgy: Million gallons of water a year
Bgy: Billion gallons of water a year
Afy: Acre-feet of water a year
1 acre ft. = 325,000 gallons of water
City of Santa Cruz Water Supply (2010)
Live Oak Wells: 170mgy
North Coast Rivers: 1,150 mgy
San Lorenzo River: 1,770 mgy
Loch Lomond reservoir: 1,040 mgy available for use (reserve)
City of Santa Cruz Water Demand (2010)
Single Family Homes: 1,185 mgy
Multiple Family Homes: 691 mgy
(all res. 64%)
Business: 527 mgy
(19%)
Industrial (inc. UCSC): 227 mgy
(7%)
Municipal (inc. parks): 49 mgy
(2%)
Irrigation (inc. food crops): 96 mgy
Golf: 78 mgy
(all irr. 8%)
Total: 2.8 bgy
San Lorenzo River Discharge (Average from 1920-2011)
93,000 afy or 30 bgy
Desal Production
2.5 mgd or 912 mgy
City of Santa Cruz would only use the facility during drought conditions (primarily MayOctober) at 2.5 mgy
Soquel Creek Water District would operate the facility at 1.5 mgy all other times
Desal in Perspective
San Lorenzo River’s average yearly output is 34 times desal
Including nearby streams, 44 times
Projected Cost of Desal
Total Cost (including design, permitting, property acquisition and construction): $123 million
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Yearly operation: $3-4 million
Cost to produce water: $2,000-3,000 per afy (cost varies depending on salt content, necessary
pretreatment, and finished water quality goals/standards)
Projected Cost of Alternatives
Conservation: $500-800 dollars per afy
Urban rainwater harvesting and cisterns: $500-1000 per afy
Energy Cost of Desal
Energy consumption: 75gal/kw-h
Running six months a year producing 2.5 mgd: 6,066,666 kw-h
Energy Cost in Perspective
The total energy consumed by the Santa Cruz Water District in 2011: 3,500,000 kwh
Carbon Footprint of Desal
Approximately 2,000-3,600 metric tons (MT) CO2e/yr
Carbon Footprint of in Perspective
2,000 MT CO2e is equivalent to the emissions of approximately 400 typical automobiles
travelling 12,000 miles a year, or a medium sized hospital complex
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